SPRINKLERS

Orbit Irrigation is recognized as the brand leader in the irrigation
market. In a recent nationwide study of hose-end brand names,
Wirthlin Worldwide Research determined that one in four customers
were familiar with the Orbit brand, making Orbit/SunMate the most
recognized and asked for brand in the hose-end products industry.

Brass Impact Sprinkler w/ Tripod Base
These impact sprinklers can reach up to an 80 ft diameter that has
fully adjustable arcs. Aluminum tripod telescopes out for maximum
stability and distance, adjusts from 25” to 48” in height. Legs retract
and fold together making a compact design for easy moving and
storage. Water intake piping is gooseneck shaped for easy hose
connection. Irrigates large areas with ease.
ITEM #

OR58308

Zinc Impact Sprinkler
w/ Spike Base
Durably constructed from
zinc, this sprinkler can reach
an 80 ft diameter with fully
adjustable arc. Can be used
in a series or by itself.
Partnered on top of a strong
zinc spike.
ITEM #
OR58001

Sprinkler Spike
This spike has a sprinkler base on
top and two connections on both
sides of the spike so it can be used
for a single sprinkler or in a series
of sprinklers. 6½” long so it stays
anchored in the ground.
ITEM #
OR58034

22 Hole Oscillating Sprinkler
18 Hole Oscillating Sprinkler
This sprinkler is of durable
plastic
and
brass
construction offering 2600
to 3600 square feet of
coverage.
ITEM #

OR58364

Made from aluminum and
plastic, this sprinkler offers
between 2600 and 3600
square
feet
of
water
coverage.
ITEM #

OR58304

WATER HOSES

The Contractor is a super heavy-duty hose that has a five-layer
construction for increased durability. Has a solid brass crush resistant
coupling layer for strength, durability, and precision fit. A tough outer
jacket resists abrasion and stands up to everyday abuse. A Power Coil
collar eliminates kinking of the hose at the faucet.
The Contractor
ITEM #
HOSE88850
HOSE88810
HOSE98850
HOSE98875
HOSE98810

SIZE
5/8” x 50’
5/8” x 100’
¾” x 50’
¾” x 75’
¾” x 100”


The Garden Mate
This heavy-duty hose is manufactured for demanding home gardening.
Superior construction offers high burst strength, protective collars, and
brass crush-resistance couplings. A solid brass octagon coupling
prevents leakage with a wrench tight fit. By Apex Teknor, so you know
its durable and dependable.
ITEM #
HOSE85205
HOSE85207

SIZE
5/8” x 50’
5/8” x 75’

Soil Soaker
This hose is constructed from durable, recycled rubber and can be used
above ground or below. This soaker has tiny pores that over time
release small amounts of water to evenly irrigate the desired area. The
slow drip reduces wasteful run-off and erosion.
ITEM #
SIZE
HOSE1025
5/8” x 25’
HOSE1050
5/8” x 50’

Andrews, the original sprinkler and soaker hose. Meets all your
watering needs. Provides both a gentle spray and a thorough soaking.
Unique flexible hose rolls out easily and lays flat, while effortlessly
contouring around, over and in beds for perfect water distribution.
ITEM #
HATT30
HATT50
HATT100

SIZE
30’
50’
100’

HOSE ACCESSORIES
HOSE REPAIR

ITEM #

SIZE & DESCRIPTION

Std All-Brass Corrugated Couplings

N1934F
N1934M
N1958F
N1958M

3/4" Female Coupling
3/4" Male Coupling
5/8" Female Coupling
5/8" Male Coupling

N1558F
N1558M

5/8" Female H.D. Brass Coupling
5/8” Male H.D. Brass Coupling

N1658FB
N1658MB

5/8" Female Comp. Brass Coupling
5/8" Male H.D. Brass Coupling

Machined Brass Hose Coupling.

Machined Brass “No Tools” Compression Fit

HOSE TO PIPE
ADAPTERS

ITEM #

SIZE & DESCRIPTION
Female To Female

N4865
N4905
N4907

1/2" NPS Female Pipe X 3/4" NH Female Hose
1/2" NPS Female Pipe X 3/4" NH "SWIVEL" Female Hose
3/4" NPS Female Pipe X 3/4" NH "SWIVEL" Female Hose

N4847
N4849
N4851

3/4" NH Male Pipe X 1/2" NPS Female Hose
3/4" NPT Male Pipe X 3/4" NH Female Hose
3/4" NH Male Hose X 3/4" NPS Female Hose

Male To Female

Male To Male
N4825
N4827

3/4" NH X 1/2" NPT
3/4" NH X 3/4" NPT

Hose-Pipe Clamps
ITEM #
CLAMP12

DESCRIPTION
Stainless Steel Clamps, fits ½” to 1”

Snap Connectors
May be purchased as a complete kit or separately by the male or female ends. No threading,
unthreading, twisting or turning. Push back the collar for an instant, leak proof connection.
ITEM #
N109C
N109FC
N109MC
N1657

DESC.
Complete
Female (1/pk)
Male (2/pk)
Replace Washers (3/pk)

HOSE ACCESSORIES
Hose Y

Brass Manifold

Zinc Siamese construction
with shut-off levers allowing
two
independent
hose
connections.
ITEM #
DESCRIPTION
OR58086
Zinc
OR58081
Brass

Hose manifold that has
four independent hose
connections
that
include leak-free ball
valves and a mounting brace for added
stability.
ITEM #
OR62010
Hose Washers

Hose Shut Off
Zinc Siamese construction with
shut-off valves. Allows for two
independent
hose
hook
connections.
ITEM #
DECRIPTION
OR58086
Impact Resistant Plastic
OR58059
Zinc
Gooseneck
The gooseneck eliminates hose
kinks and breakage at faucet
end by eliminating bending at
odd angles. Durable chromeplated zinc alloy with swivel coupling.
ITEM #
OR58553

If you have a leaky hose
or wand, these washers
fit all standard ½” 5/8” and ¾” hoses.
Packaged 10 per bag.
ITEM #
DECRIPTION
N2700
Yellow Vinyl
N300
Soft Rubber
N2800
Premium Rubber
Filter Washers
Cone shaped screen that
efficiently filters sand, grit
and dirt and are used in
place of regular washers. Made of plastic with
durable brass screen. 3 washers per bag.
ITEM #
N107

NOZZLES
Contractor Grade Zinc Pistol
Easily adjusts from a fine mist to
a powerful jet spray. Durable
zinc construction with rubber
grip for comfort.
ITEM #
OR58059
Brass Nozzle
Adjusts from a fine mist to a
pressure stream to water
delicate plants or clean hard to
reach areas. Constructed from
brass.
ITEM #
OR58044
Magnum Pistol
This is a high-pressured nozzle
with a powerful jet spray and
gentle fan spray all capable with
a flick of the wrist.
ITEM #
OR58678

Fan Spray
Fan spray made from durable
plastic and has a gentle spray
that is excellent for flowers and
shrubs.
ITEM #
OR58046
Heavy-Duty Brass Nozzle
Heavy-duty brass construction
for durability. Easily adjusts from
a stream to a mist by pulling the
tip out.
ITEM #
OR58040

WATERING NOZZLES
170 Water Breaker
Produces a fine water stream
in a concentrated area.
ITEM #
TYPE
DR170AL
Aluminum
DR170PL
Plastic
Redhead Water Breaker
The 1000PL Redhead head
has over 1,000 micro holes
that create the softest
shower
possible
while
providing
high
water
volume, but leaves the
plants unharmed and soil
undisturbed. Plastic only.
ITEM #
DR1000
750 Water Breaker
The lemonhead, the newest
nozzle
from
DRAMM.
Modeled after the 1000 this
breaker takes precision to
the next level by using
smaller holes to be more
gentle than ever
ITEM #
DR740PL

480 Water Breaker
480 precision holes evenly
break water flow so soil is
undisturbed.
ITEM #
TYPE
DR480AL
Aluminum
DR480PL
Plastic
400 Water Breaker
The original showerhead
nozzle, this classic provides
full-flow watering without
damage to plants and
disturbance
to
soil.
Available in aluminum or
plastic.
ITEM #
TYPE
DR400
Aluminum
DR400PL
Plastic
Fogg it Nozzle
Delivers a super soft mist
that is designed for misting
delicate
plants
and
seedlings.
This
brass
nozzle has three mist jets
with a tapered spray
ITEM #
TYPE
ITEM #
FOGSF
FOGF

Super Fine – ½ gpm
Fine - 1 gpm

Handi Reach Extensions
Made by DRAMM of extra hard corrosion free brass couplings.
Handi-Reach Handles are designed to allow you to get to those hard to
reach areas with ease. Attaches to any ¾” hose connection and is a
breeze to use. Just attach any water breaker and use the comfortable
plastic grip. Available in a variety of sizes and also available for hanging
baskets. These extensions have an extra 90° curve at the top of the
handle to help reach those high hanging baskets.
ITEM #
LENGTH
DR116G
16”
DR124G
24”
DR130G
30”
DR136G
36”
DR148G
48”
DR136GB
36” w/ 90° bend
DR148GB
48” w/ 90° bend

FOGL
FOGH

TYPE
Low - 2 gpm
Heavy – 4 gpm

